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Sept. 29, 2016 marks the 80th birthday of Prof. Hou Chaohuan, an academician of the CAS,

a life fellow member of IEEE and a researcher of IACAS. Despite his senior age, Prof. Hou keeps

on swimming to train his body and mind, staying fit and sharp. As one of his former students,

in this preface I wish to share his academic experience, his research spirit, and congratulate him

on his remarkable achievements. May he keep on opening new chapters in his passionate pursuit

of science.

Prof. Hou is one of the leading figures and strategic scientists in the field of acoustics

and information in China. He is the honorary president of the Acoustical Society of China.

He held the positions of director of Information Science Division of National Natural Science

Foundation of China (NSFC), deputy director and member of Standing Committee of Division of

Information Technical Sciences of CAS, vice chair of Committee for Consultation and Evaluation

of CAS, deputy head of the expert group of information acquirement and processing in National

863 Plan, head of Strategy Expert Committee of Microelectronic Science and deputy director

of institute of acoustics, CAS.

Prof. Hou believes that elaboration, originality and persistence are three keys to academic

success. He has explored the frontier of science, defied difficulties and proposed many key

projects and programs. Having been in charge of a National 973 Plan project (a major special

national program) and many other research and development projects, he has accomplished

several pioneering and original works. Due to these achievements, he received three national

awards for invention, one national award for progress in science and technology (2nd prize), five

ministerial awards for progress in science and technology including one special award and one

distinguished scientific achievement award from CAS. During his academic career with almost

six decades, he has made systematic and original contributions to the development of acoustic

and information science as well as Chinese national defense.

Prof. Hou straightforwardly offers advices and suggestions for national strategies of science

and technology. His colleagues commented: “approving or opposing, he openly expresses his

opinions. All year around, he tirelessly works in the field.”

Prof. Hou still goes to his office and guides the research work every day. His wife Mrs.

Xiao Youqun is aggressively supportive to his diligence to the development of Chinese defense

industry. They used to live apart for more than ten years, sacrificing the joy of living together.

Prof. Hou’s assiduousness, entrepreneurial spirit and righteous character influence a large group

of scientists, encouraging them to strive for excellence.
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1 Education

Prof. Hou was born in 1936, Zigong City, Sichuan Province in China. The city is well-

known for its salt industry. His father Hou Ceming was a famous patriotic salt merchant, who

was enthusiastic in promoting education and was one of the patrons to Shuguang high school

in Zigong city. He invited educator Zhang Boling to be the headmaster of the school. Mr.

Zhang emphasized the importance of science and engineering education and advocated rescuing

the country through education. The school trained a large number of revolutionary youth and

scientists. Prof. Hou attended Zigong Shuguang high school and later Chongqing Tsinghua high

school. He set his heart to become a scientist to serve his motherland in his teenager years. In

1954, Prof. Hou entered Peking University to study physics.

In 1958, Prof. Wang Dezhao was commissioned by the government to start up Chinese

underwater acoustic research work. Thus teaming up acoustic researchers became an urgent

task. Premier Zhou Enlai approved selecting 100 best performing students from top Chinese

universities to form the first underwater acoustics research team in China. Prof. Hou was one of

the selected students. Later on, he started his academic career in underwater acoustic research

at the IACAS under the tutelage of Prof. Wang Dezhao and grew up to be a distinguished

leading Scientist.

2 Achievements

2.1 Underwater acoustic theory and engineering

In 1959, Prof. Hou took part in Sino-Soviet South China Sea investigation. In 1960, The

Soviet Union broke the contract of technology aid unexpectedly. Prof. Hou complied with the re-

quirement to stay at the South Sea research station located in Sanya city in order to improve the

methods and technologies left off by the Soviet Union’s experts. Through the experiments and

investigations, he accomplished the project of “The Survey System for Fluctuation-Statistical

Properties of Acoustics Signal”, which pushed forwards the research in the fields of both acoustic

signal and reverberation in China. For this achievement, He won the national prize for invention

in 1965.

In 1965, Prof. Hou was invited to join a panel on importing target detection technology.

He pointed out that the existing schemes were impractical due to the backwardness of Chinese

manufacturing capability. He put forward a new proposal despite other expert’s challenges, in

which he presented the “Phase-shift Multi-beam Array Signal Processing System”, providing

a new design model for detection. He also finished the system’s overall analysis, theoretic

calculation, parameters selection, optimization design and performance estimation. Finally, he

won the competition, and received an award at the national science and technology convention.

This proposal was applied in a key project, which was awarded the third national prize for

invention.

In 1980s, Prof. Hou anticipated that the information technology would prompt the digital

information processing so as to push the design of underwater acoustic engineering into a digital
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and intelligent era. He was the first to complete the intelligent underwater information processing

system in China. Based on the digital design, the system made a breakthrough of performance

in underwater signal detection, noise passive ranging, and precise control et al. This project won

a special award from CAS. He became a research pioneer of Chinese acoustic guiding system.

Since 2000, Prof. Hou has been holding the position of general designer of light intelligent

UUV in a national key project. From the system to algorithm, he flung all his energy into every

aspect of the research. Even when he was in his 70s, he still took part in lake and sea trial.

He led the research team to conquer many difficulties and make some important breakthroughs

in the overall design, underwater signal detection and recognition, rapid and accurate control,

autonomously route planning and so on, which accelerated this industry to have a stunning

development. The overall performance of the UUV reached a worldclass level and the product

became a hit in China. This project won the second national award for progress in science and

technology. Prof. Hou’s work put forward a big progress for the light UUV industry.

2.2 Information processing area

Prof. Hou realized that the speed of information processing was the bottleneck in under-

water engineering project. Although his major was physics, he took the lead in information

processing research instead of waiting for the outcomes from others.

He firstly started the research of the array processing and system integration in China, and

foresaw that the system would be integrated on a chip in near future. He proposed the scheme

of array processing on a chip and finished the DSP-1 Array processor (supported by National

863 Plan). The chip was applied in acoustic engineering efficiently. He pioneered the research

of Very-Large-System-Integration (VLSI) and accomplished a chip with 15 computing nodes in

array structure.

In 1987, he promoted building the laboratory of system integration, which is completed

in 1994 with a support from a National 863 Plan. Later, the laboratory finished the designs

and manufactures of three chips for Chinese acoustic engineering, including FFT, DBF, and

QRD-RLS. Due to these distinguished work, he was awarded a prize by the national 863 Plan

group.

During 1999-2004, as the chief scientist, he presided over one of the National Basic Research

Program projects, “a DSP&CPU Chip with Reconfigurable Architecture to Function in Software

Systems”. In this project, the functions of DSP and CPU were combined by the methods of

software and hardware, and the performance was improved greatly. The product was called

Processor Super V, which achieved tape out under the domestic 0.18 µm CMOS manufacturing

technique and realized multiple Very-Long-Instruction-Word and Single-Instruction-Multiple-

Data structure based on reconfigurable theory. In 2010, Prof. Hou became an adviser to guide

the project of “high performance and low consumption embedded DSP” supported by “core

electronic devices, high-end general chips and basic software products” project.

From theoretical physics to underwater engineering, information processing, chip design

and system integration, Prof. Hou challenged the new research area in pace with the national

need and the scientific development. Each research fruit was the result of more than ten-year
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devotion. For his achievements, he was praised some outstanding titles, such as the National

Middle-age Expert with Remarkable Contributions in 1988, the National Advanced Worker in

1989, Academician of Chinese Academy of Sciences in 1995, and the Outstanding Contributor

of the Distinguished Scientific Achievement Award in Chinese Academy of Sciences in 2013.

3 Forethought

Prof. Hou earnestly took part in national scientific strategy planning. He suggested the

research of high-speed information processor in the National 863 Plan. From 1987 to 1992,

as the depute head of experts team, he took in charge of the subject of high-speed and high-

accuracy realtime information processing in the field of information acquirement and processing.

He designed the roadmap, set the technical targets, organized the research resources nationwide,

and eventually fulfilled the plan.

From 1997 to 2006, Prof. Hou took over the Information Science Division of NSFC as a

director and put several scientific actions into practice. He foresaw that the internet would bring

disruptive influence in research and education. He advocated building NSFCNet including CAS,

Peking University and Tshinghua University and so on, so that these institutes and universities

can share resources and exchange information with institutes abroad. He persuaded the NSFC

to provide 20 million yuan, exceeded the existing maximum aid of 5 million yuan. In addition,

he also gained the support from the universities, amounting to 6 million yuan. So then first

national high-speed demonstration network was built and could be connected with institutions

abroad. Several international conferences were held through the network. Facing the need

of expanding the network, Prof. Hou asked other academicians to call for support from the

central government to build a new larger-scale high-speed network for science and education.

After approval, the second generation of high-speed demonstration network was built in 2004

supported by several ministries together.

Prof. Hou realized that System-on-chip (SoC) was the next step of integrated circuit

according to Moore’s law. In 1999, he organized the forum of the future of SoC together with

universities, industries and NSFC. As a consequence, the key scientific project “Basic research

of semiconductor integrated chip system” gained approval and support by the NSFC. And he

led the expert team of this project.

Due to the fact that the distributed underwater mobile sensor network was still in its infancy

in China, Prof. Hou launched the NSFC forum “national strategy needs and key scientific

problems of underwater network” in 2013. In 2016, He presided over the strategic research of

underwater sensor network in order to push the construction of integrated information network

of space, air, land and sea, and to explore the scientific frontier and national needs. There

will be many applications for this research, such as marine information realtime monitoring and

share, marine data collection, environment monitoring, disaster prevention, offshore exploration,

navigation assist, distributed surveillance and mine reconnaissance et al.

4 Nurturing talents

Prof. Hou always pays more attention to nurture talents, and believes that the talents grow
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from participating in projects. He has supervised more than 120 graduate students, many

of whom hold important positions in academic institutions or high-tech companies. He was

also a guest professor in many universities such as University of Science and Technology of

China, Tshinghua University, and Nanjing University et al. For his contribution to education,

he received the titles of “excellent supervisor” of CAS in 1990 and “outstanding teacher with

remarkable contribution” of CAS in 2008. In his research team, Prof. Hou encouraged the

youths to undertake challenging tasks. For example, in a national 973 project, the average

age of all subproject team leaders was no more than 35 years old. Under his guidance, the

laboratory where he once took charge of gained the title of Advanced Group from CAS and has

become a key laboratory of CAS. The laboratory has proved to be a front-runner of Chinese

UUV research. All members in the laboratory will stick to Prof. Hou’s spirits of originality,

conscientiousness, persistence, enterprise and make more contributions for the sake of fulfilling

the dream of strong ocean nation.
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